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In the occasion of the imminent start of the
GEF in Paris, GWL Voices would like to
reiterate its appreciation to UN Women and
the Governments of Mexico and France for
their efforts in the organization of the
Generation Equality Forum amidst the
current global health crisis.
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The inaugural session of the Forum in Mexico
City, in March 2021 was a successful start in
the process of accelerating the
implementation of the Declaration and
Platform for Action of the Beijing Conference
on Women of 1995. It gathered members of
women movements, civil society,
governments and the philanthropic and
private sectors from all over the world in a
multi-stakeholder and intergenerational
discussion. It served to build new political
momentum around the gender equality
agenda and resulted in the declaration of a
new set of actions and commitments, in
particular the Blueprint for Global
Acceleration Plan for the 6 Action Coalitions;
the issue of the Youth Task Force Vision 2026;
the conformation of the Group of Friends for
Gender Equality; the launch of the Alliance for
Care Work; the issue of the Pathway for a Civil
Society Feminist Agenda; and the Women
Moving Millions initiative, among others.

In light of the celebration
of the closing session of
the Generation Equality
Forum in Paris starting on
30 June, we at GWL
Voices call for the
engagement and
commitment of all
stakeholders to reaffirm
the goals that have been
set in Mexico and further
the ambitions of decisive
and bold action for
advancing a true
Generation of Equality.
We want to pay special
attention to the goals
that have been outlined
within the “Feminist
Movement and
Leadership”Action
Coalition.
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The situation of women’s
participation in national
and multilateral politics
raises great concern. To
this day, women serve as
heads of government in
only twenty-two countries
and there are 119
remaining states that
have never had a woman
placed as the nation’s
leader. In the case with
legislation, only twentyfive percent of all national
parliaments are
comprised of women.
Currently, there are 27
nations where women
make up less than ten
percent of parliamentary
representation (UN
Women).

The underrepresentation of
women in international
governments is heavily
alarming, especially in
consideration of both the
Beijing Declaration and
Security Council Resolution
1325. Under Security Council
Resolution 1325, there was an
urge for member states to
“ensure increased
representation of women at
all decision-making levels in
national, regional, and
international institutions.”
Furthermore, the Beijing
Declaration emphasized
that: “women’s
empowerment and their full
participation on the basis of
equality in all spheres of
society, including
participation in the decisionmaking process and access
to power, are fundamental
for the achievement of
equality, development and
peace.” In recognition of
these statements, we ask the
vital question of why the
international community
continues to fall short in
creating equal participation
for women in all spheres of
society.

On this basis, at GWL Voices,
we are calling for a strong
Compact on Women, Peace,
and Security. We believe that
more robust actions must be
made to uphold the principles
of Security Council Resolution
1325 and the Beijing
Declaration. We want to
strengthen advocacy for the
funding of feminist
organizations and global
movements that work on the
peace and security field.
Achieving this goal will require
public support from global
institutions and advocacy
groups to execute multilateral
efforts for expanding funds.
This means a collaborative
effort from international
financial institutions, local and
national governments and civil
society groups. The ambition
to achieve increased funds is
promising, but it will require
tireless efforts to push these
measures forward and with
consistent follow-ups.
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Women have proven to be
agents for peace and change.
The “Broadening Participation
Project” (which evaluated 40
datasets of multilateral
negotiations) had shown that
when women’s groups were
involved and provided with
influence in negotiations, this
correlated strongly with
positive outcomes. (Inclusive
Peace) Another study on 156
peace agreements concluded
that the increased
representation of women in
peace processes often resulted
in a more durable peace.
Furthermore, they were 35%
more likely to last fifteen years
with women’s participation. In
addition, there is evidence that
peace processes are 64% less
likely to fail when women are
involved. (IPINST) The
involvement of women in
peace processes has
persistently proved efficient.
This representation must not
only be symbolic, but rather
women involved in
negotiations must be granted
with leverage, which has been
positively correlated with
better outcomes.

progress in equal
government and leadership
representation in the future.
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In addition to follow-ups, we
need stronger
accountability. This is a time
for “deeds not words.” We
need to ensure that the
goals and commitments of
the Action Coalitions are
duly implemented.
Therefore, we must work
collectively to verify that our
endeavors do not resort
solely to rhetoric and
ascertain accountability
measures when
organizations and
governments fail to achieve
their pledged target in
promoting women’s
representation.
Strengthening
accountability requires
consistency in evaluation.
We also want to highlight
the need of fostering an
intergenerational dialogue
and strengthening youth
groups and specifically
“young feminist leaders”.
We believe that promoting
youth involvement in
multilateralism and having
feminist led movements at
an early age will increase
the likelihood of significant

With these initiatives put
forward, we must also come
together to address the
issues of inequality and
climate change. This will
involve a collective effort to
uphold the United Nations
Tenth Sustainable
Development Goal to reduce
inequality, as well as the
Thirteenth Sustainable
Development Goal for
climate action. The GEF Paris
provides us with a strong
platform to strive for these
goals and conduct
multilateral efforts for
implementation.
Finally, we want to
emphasize that the
engagement and active
participation deployed at the
closing session of the GEF
should not end there. This is
not the time for us to
become complacent and we
certainly need to make
multilateral and collaborative
efforts to execute the
aspirations that have been
outlined in the Action
Coalition’s Blueprint. We
commend the 55 member
states who have partaken in
the Forum in Mexico and
strongly urge the remaining
UN member states to join us
and participate in these
efforts to accelerate the
implementation of Security
Council Resolution 1325 and
the Beijing Declaration and
Platform of Action.
It is time for deeds, not
words.

ABOUT
GWL VOICES
GWL Voices for Change and Inclusion brought
together women who, as part of their individual
profiles and professional trajectories, have forged
significant contributions from the unifying
perspective of multilateral agendas for promoting
humanitarian relief, advocating for human rights
principles and normative policies, advancing
sustainable development, and seeking to lend
solution to some of the world’s most complex
conflicts and challenges.

OUR
OBJECTIVE
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Call attention to and
create awareness of the
need to achieve full
gender equality and
empowerment of women
across all ambits of
society and the critical
importance of
multilateralism as a
vehicle in support of this
core objective towards
building more inclusive
and equitable societies.

DISCOVER OUR ACTIONS
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